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ABSTRACT 

As the popular ity of biometrics increase as a means of sec uring data and locations, the 

area of spcakcr recognition is emcrgi ng as an important fie ld of current research. Since 

speech is our most natural mcans of communicat ion ha" ing enough idcnt i fying 

character istics, speaker recognit ion has become a desi rable method of determining a 

person 's identi ty. This thesis examines the field of speaker verili cat ion in which a 

speaker' s identity claim is ,'eri li ed from a sample of speech, The experiment mainly 

focu ses on I-IMM-based text-dependent speaker verilication system experimented by 

using a word from the Amharic language. In the course of bui lding the verifi cation 

system, the popular Hidden Marcov Model Too lkit (HTK) is used. 

For eac h client, six different utterances are taken in two sessions and phone-based 

H ~1M is developed, Speech of each client is co llected at different sess ions for testing 

purpose. Away from the clien t set a speech (of the word used in the experiment) is 

co llected for testing purpose, 

The resul ts obta ined are promising in that. onl y t\\·o fal se acceptances out of the ninety 

nine fa lse claims, and one fa lse reject out of the ni nety true claims, errors are 

c01l1mitted, giving a 0,02 FAR and 0.01 FRR. The detail s of the research and findings 

arc disc ussed in the paper. Conclusions of the findings as well as futu re directions are 

rccommended. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In the past fou r decades it has been obsen·ed that the experimentation and 

commerc iali zat ion of spcech processing systems has emcrged and succeeded a lot. 

Computers can now ' understand · humans speaking in a natu ral manner in ordi nary 

languages at least within a limited domain. Bas ic and ap plied research in signal 

process ing. computational linguistics and artificial intelli gence ha ve been combined 

to open up new possibiliti es in human-computer interfaces [14]. Speech processing is 

the stud y of speech signal s and the processing methods of these signals. 

Speech signals are usually represented in a digital format, and the parameter vectors 

are matched with the phones in a given language. Thus, speech processing can be 

seen as the convergence of digita l signal processing and natural language processing 

[14]. As a result, speech processing is a multidisciplinary field , encompassing 

information science. computer sc ience. dig ital signal process ing. psychology and 

lingui stics among others [4]. The major study areas of speech processing systems are: 

speech recognition, speaker recogni tion and speech synthesis [3]. 

Speech recognitioll is a process by \\hich a computer automaticall y di stinguishes 

speech. in a sense that it transcribes speech in to text. or understands speech [I]. A 

speech to tex t system can be thought of as a ,·oice actuated type writer [4]. Speaker 

recognit ion is the process of automatical ly recognizing who is speaking on the bas is of 



indi"idual informat ion contained in the speech waves [2]. And speech synthesis is a 

computer based program that is able to read any text aud ibly, whether it is direct ly 

introduced to the cOlllpliter bY In operator or scanned and submitted to an optical 

character recogni tion system. 

The focll s of thi s thesis is \\'it hin the area of speaker recognition. It is a gro\\'ing area of 

research, because, such systems \\'i ll help in ext rac ting information about individuals 

from their speech and thus good guesses to who an indi vidual is can be arrived at [8]. 

From person's speech a better approximation about his or her sex, nationality, 

emotional and other states of affa irs can also be obta ined [10]. Thi s sho\\s that the 

identity of an indi vidual can be determined or va lidated from the person's speech. The 

under lying assumption is that it is possible to collect important parameters from 

persons' speech so as to use the potentials of computers in automatic speaker 

recognition [10]. 

Based on the application areas for which they are intended, the design of speaker 

recognition systems enjoy certain tradeoffs. Speaker recognition systems can be sub 

class ified: some of these classitlcat ions include: 

• Speaker identillca tion "1'. speaker verification; and 

• Text dependent \"S. Text independent. 
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1.1 .1 Speaker identification vs. speaker verification 

Speaker identification is a process of determin ing which speaker among the registered 

ones pro\'ides a given ullerance [2] [16], This identification may be from a closed set 

" 'here the one to be idcnt i lied is in a se t of known speakers; or open se t. ,,'here the 

indivi dual ma\' or may not be in a set of known speakers [2], Speakcr \'crilicalion. on 

the other hand. is the process by \\'hich identity claim of an indiv idua l is accepted or 

rejected by the system [7] [1 6]. T,,'o major probl ems deserve to be deal t "ith in the 

design of speaker \'eri fi cation systems. These are fa lse rejection and fal se acceptance. 

False rejection happens " 'hen a legitimate person is denied access and false acceptance 

occurs when an imposter is granted access [10] [1 5]. 

1.1.2 Text dependent vs. text independent 

The other majo r classification of speaker recognition systems is as whether the system 

is Text-dependent or text-independent. Text-dependent speaker recognition systems are 

the one whi ch are trained usually by short tex t uttered by each speaker [18]. Thi s text is 

not more than some ,,"ords . and the train ing period is short. In such systems. when an 

individual is to be recognized (testing phase), the unknown speaker must utler the same 

prescribed t e~ t as in the train ing. This method is suitable when the speakers are 

cooperati ve II 0], 
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Text-independent systems use any text during both the training and recognition. In this 

method. more training data than the text-dependent is required because the full range of 

\·ocal sounds of a speaker must be captured during the train ing time so as to ensure 

good performance of the system. Both text-dependent and independent methods ha\e a 

problem in common - because they can bc deceived if some one plays back the 

recorded \·oice of a registered speaker. this can be accepted as registered speaker [2). 

This problem can be resoh·ed by using text-prompted speaker recognition method. 

which prompts the user \\·ith a new key sentence every time the system is used [14). 

Methods of developing speaker recognition systems can also be classified \\·ith regard 

to the recording environment as quite or noisy, and as real time operation and batch 

operation based on the time of response [14). 

The mall1 concern of this paper IS on the development of tex t-dependent speaker 

verifi cation system. where the vOice of individuals is recorded In a normal 

environment. 

Text dependent speaker \·e rification is a very promising domain of research . \\here real 

applications can be designed for telephone, computer access or banking sen ·ices. The 

importance of text dependency lies in the fac t that the input speech pronounced by the 

speaker can be cont roll ed. This contro l is made by the recognizer which perform s a 
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temporal segmentation of the input utterances. allowing a companson of word 

utterances " 'ith pre-trained speaker models [16]. 

For speech. as an analog signal. in order to be utili zed by a recognition (verification) 

system. it must be captured and converted to a digital format [15]. The t,,·o most 

important digital signal processIng techniques (parameterization) used in the 

cOIll"Crs ion process are Bank-oj~fi l ters and Linear Predic tive Coding (LPC) [15]. Bank-

of-fi lters coding uses a set of filters to segment each sample into a collect ion of 

frequency bands and each frequency band is converted into a vector of acoustic 

parameters using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [15]. LPC is predicated on the idea 

that it is possible to es timate the values of acoustic parameters from an II1collllng 

sample by using the parameter val ues from previous samples [1 5]. 

1.1.3 Application Areas of Speaker Verification Systems 

The number of applications of speaker verification is increasing steadily. They perform 

a broad spectrum of functions, including monitoring convicted crim inals, securing data 

and data networks. protecting buildings and other physical locat ions, monitoring time-

and-attendance of employees, and securing transactions over the telephone. 

Some of the application areas of speaker veri fication systems can be summarized as 

foll ows [2] [3] [13] 

Secure access to services via the telephone. house shopping, and home banki ng. 

Detecting and tracking of speaker in a telephone conversation 
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Secure access to information \\"hich can be obtained through the Internet. 

When identity wrification is needed. speaker verificati on is can be used to 

improw ex ist ing security measures i.e. PIN or pass\\·ord. 

Speaker \'c rification systems can be used as gate keepers. 

1.2 Statement of the problem and Justification of the study 

Because of the fact that speaker \'erifieation system s can substitute the trad itional 

person verification strategies for access ing secure things. intensive researches has been 

and are still conducted throughout the \\·orld . The ult imate goal of such researches is to 

deve lop full nedged speaker veri fication systems capable of verifyi ng, with minimal or 

no error, fo r the sake of authority granting to an individual. 

Researches in speaker verification area. including this, are intended to address some 

problems. These are: 

r Conventional ways of grant ing an indi vidual an authority of accessing secure 

informati on. alI o\\" to secure places. operating secure hard ware or so ftware are 

done by using such identity figures as PIN or password. Other traditional ways 

use locks. The PIN or pass\\'ord can be forgotten or exposed to others. 

Trad itional locks can be stolen . lost or broken. 
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r Visually disabled people can not enter their PINs or passwords to the place they 

\\'ant to get access of and may be unable to use traditional locks, 

,.. Since speech of an indi\ 'idual is unique in characteristics for the fact that 

individua ls di ffcr great" in beha\'ioral and physiological aspects of speech 

production SystCIll, speech can be used alone or in combinat ion to other 

mechanisms to \'erify an individ ual. 

,. Speaker veri fi cat ion systems are intended to be language independent which is 

a postulate of speaker veri Gcati on systems, All literatures J could read on 

speaker verification systems in diffe rent countries. show that tl1ey are 

experimenting on their local languages. 

Experiments are proceeding in different countries in different languages. No work has 

been reported in Amharic or any language in Ethiopia. This very fact, together with the 

academic requirement of the department justifies the study, As well , since the study is a 

firs t trial. it can be used as a good starting point fo r further researches or projects on 

speaker verification system development in the country, 

It must bc no ted that rcscarchc, ("nduc tcd in one countr" hm'c a tendcncy to be more 

practical for users in the coun tn', 

In the past four decades. intensi, 'e researches have been conducted through out the 

world in the area of speech process ing in general and speaker ve rifi cation in particular, 
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Many Dozens of speaker verification systems are developed for varying app li cations. 

Resea rches in speaker verifi cat ion system deve lopment in different countri es 

throughou t the wo rld are responses to the needs of the area. 

In Ethiop ia some researches in the area of Amharic speech process l!1g ha, 'e been 

conducted at Addis Ababa Uni wrsit), by some post graduate students of the faculty of 

Info rmati cs and technology. The "orks of So lomon (19). Kinfe (6) . on Amha ri c speech 

recognition and " 'o rks of La ine (9) on Amharic speech synthesis can be cited as 

encourag ing researches in Am haric speech processing. To my knowledge. no work is 

reported on experiment on speaker ve rifi cat ion system development in the count ry. 

Therefore this resea rch is intended to experiment HMM-based text-dependent 

speaker verification system using a word from Amharic language. 

1.3 Objectives of the Research 

1.3.1 General Objective 

The genera l objec ti ve of the resea rch is to conduct an experiment on deve lop ing text

dependent speaker ve rificat ion s"stem in a wo rd from Amharic language using Hidden 

Markov Model Toolk it (HTK) [~ O). 
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1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

I. Acquisition of speec h from some indil 'iduals 

1 feature e~traction. selection and stori ng feature vec tors 

.' E~pcriment the systcm development using the HM1\l too lkit (HTK) 

-1. Testing and evaluating the system 

5. State recommendat ions fo r fun her study 

1.4 Research Methods 

To accomplish the abol'e set objectives of the study. the following methods have been 

employed. 

1.4.1 Review of related literature 

As a staning point of any study, materials related to the problem at hand should be 

consulted as a bas is of obtaining directions. Based on this rea lity. a thorough analysis of 

papers on speaker ver ificat ion systems, biometrics, Hidden Marcov Mode li ng of 

speakers and the related toolk it (HTK) have been thoroughly revielled. Emphasis has 

also been given to ac hievements obtained to date. Moreover. models developed by 

other researchers on speaker verification systems hal'e been reviewed. 
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1.4.2 Planning and Data Preparation 

Planni ng is a tirst step towards the stud ), : and at this stage. the requirements of the 

s),stem. ,yhat the system should look like. and how it should work \\'as set. The data 

needed for the e\perimt:nt. the speech data . was collec ted from different indi"iduals at 

different sess ions. 

1.4.3 Selection of Models for the Experiment 

There are two models that have been extensively used in speaker ve rification systems: 

stochastic models and template models . A very popular stochastic model for 

modeli ng speech production process is the Hidden Markov Model (HMM). In HMM 

rhe observations are the probabilistic function of state i.e . the model is a doubly 

embedded stochasti c process where the underlying process is not direct ly observable 

(hidden). The template model attempts to model the speech production process in a 

non-parametric manner by retaining a number of sequences of feature vectors derived 

from multiple utterances of the same word by the same person. Template models 

dominated early work in speaker ve rifi cati on and speech recogni tion because the 

template model was intuitively more reasonable, because of it s simpli city. However, 

recent \\'Ork in stochast ic models has demonstrated that these models are more flexib le 

and hence allo\\' for better modeling of the speech production process. A very popu lar 

stochastic model for mode ling the speech production process is the Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM) [7]. 
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In th is research a left-to-right HMM model is used for speaker modeling. Appropriate 

tools from HTK were used for the experiment. 

1.4.4 Testing and evaluation of the system 

Tes ting the system is donc for accuracy by using the test and tra ining data of thc 

indi viduals that parti cipate in the study. At thi s stage. the pattern matchi ng process 

invo lves the evaluation of the likel ihood that a given set of input feature vectors are 

generated by the speaker model fo r the claimed identity and computing the matching 

score, since the speaker model is to be developed by HMM . Based on a thresho ld. the 

system is made to accept or reject the claimed identity. 

The nal uation results are reponed according to the errors committed by the system: the 

percentage of fal se acceptance and fa lse rejection. 

1.5 Purpose of the Research 

Since the research is conducted as an academic exercise, it serves to fu lfill the 

requirement of the Masters of Sci ence program in which the researcher is enroll ed in. 

Moreove r. the system can be used by an)' one \\'ho can speak the word for which the 

system is tra ined. 
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As the research in thi s area is new in the country, the results of the research can be used 

as an input to the dC I'e lopment of a full-fledged speaker verificat ion system in the 

country. 

1.6 Organization of the paper 

The pape r is orga nized in li l"e chapte rs. The first chapter introduces the basic concepts 

of speech process ing in general and speaker verificat ion in particular including 

definition of basic terms and the major applicat ion areas. The statement of the prob lem 

as we ll as objectives of the study has been mentioned. In the last section the methods 

employed in conducti ng the research is briefed. 

In Chapter two, the basic ideas of biometri cs and the use of voice in speaker 

verifi cation is thoroughl y cOl"ered at a reasonable leve l of detai l. In this chapter, the 

biometri c recognition systems and the underlying assumptions, and biometri c 

techno logies are d iscussed. The chapter also discusses the subsystems of speaker 

veri fication as we ll as the human speech production system- the vocal tract. 

Chapter three is del 'oted to the explanation of the basic principles of Hidden Markol ' 

Mode ling and introduces the HTK toolkit. 
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In chapter four the experiment on developing speaker verifi cation system using HTK 

is presented. The design and implementation detail s of the system are discussed. The 

resul ts achieved in the experi ment are also di scussed. 

In the last chapter. chaptcr fhc. the concl usion drawn from the experiment IS 

presented. Recommendations for fut ure work are also forwarded in this chapter. 

13 



forgotten and tokens can be lost [I 1 J. 

Biometric person recogni tion operates by recogl11 zlI1g an individual by means of 

di stinctive personal characteri stics. such as face. fingerprint. Irl S and vOice. The 

advantage of a biometrics approach is that these characteri st ics cannot be forgotten, lost 

or stolen. however may degrade ove rt ime [I I J. Morem·er. c1 e, 'er use of biometrics may 

make access and chec king procedures faster and fr iendlier. and the accuracy can be 

improved substantially. St ill. thi s does not mean that. biometrics are a so lution for all 

automatic recognition purposes. Especially, constructing a biometric featu re set which 

is measurab le. di stinct ive and robust is a non-tri vial task. One major problem in 

biometric recognit ion is that one can not share his authority to others by providing hi s 

pass criteri a. 

The main idea behind us ing biometrics for recognition purposes is that a biometrics of 

an indi vidual is completely uifferent from others. so that if it is possible to extract the 

biometrics, it wi ll be possible to identify a person uniquely. 

2.1.1 Biometric recognition systems 

Before a biometric recognition system is ab le to recogni ze an individual based on the 

characteri stics . it is necessary that the system is acquainted with the indi vidual's 

biometric characteristics. This logically di vides each system into two separate modules: 

an enroll men t (or training) mod ul e and a recogniti on (or testing) modul e [1 5] . Both the 

enrollment and the recognition module make use of a fea ture ex tract ion sub-module. 
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2.1.2 Biometric technologies 

We distinguish between two types of biometrics. One IS based on the physical 

characteristics of an indi\·idual. ,,-hereas the second is based on an individual's 

behm-ior. The border bet\wcn these t\\O is not al"'<1 \ s strictl\ clear: physical 

characteri stics can be modified by behavio r. and beha\ior can be induced by physical 

characte ri stics. Nevertheless. "e use the following distinction: [8] 

2.1.2.1 Physical biometrics 

Use concrete physical characteristics of an individual. Most phys ical characteristics are 

relati vely stable over time and basically unalterable. Face, fingerp ri nt, hand and fin ge r 

geometry, and iris recognition belong to this category. 

Let's consider finger print as an example to the physical biometrics; 

Fingerprint 

The skin on the inside surfaces of our hands. fingers, feet, and toes is ridged or covered 

with concentric ra ised patterns. These ridges are called fri ct ion ridges and they serve 

the useful function of making it eas ier to grasp and ho ld onto objects and surfaces 

without sli ppage. It is the many differences in the way friction ridges are patterned, 

broken. and forked which make ri dged skin areas, incl uding fingerprints , unique. 

Fingerprints of identical twins are diffe rent and even the prints on the fingers of one 

individual show no correlation_ The fin gerprint does not change over time as the 

indi vidual becomes older. The most common (and accurate) recognition approach is to 
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analyze the details of the fingerprint: the end points. bifurcations and divergences of 

print ridges. The uniqueness and stability of the fingerprint make that performance of a 

fingerp rint -based biometric system be \'ery hi gh. Sti ll. crrors do occur. mainly false 

re jects. not due to fa ilin l! technoloQ\'. but because of difficult ies in obtaininQ a 
. '- ~ . 

...... 

representat ive sample: incorrect placement of the finger on the sensor. rotationa l 

\'ariance of the fi ngerprint image. or image distort ions because of dirt or a bad phys ical 

condition of the fingertip. 

One of the mentioned strength of a finge rprint biomet ri cs it is easy to obtain. And its 

weakness is the qua lity of the samples and impossibi li ty to use for remote recognit ion. 

2.1.2.2 Behavioral biometrics 

Behavioral biometri cs use characte ri stics that reflect the behavior of an individual [II ]. 

Voice and dynamic signature recognition are the most prominent examples. The 

essential property of behavioral biometrics is that the individual under test has to 

perform an act (e.g. write or speak) before recognition can take place. To a large extent , 

an individual has the capability to change his/her behavioral characteristics, although 

phys ical properties, such as size and gender, have a major infl uence. Addi tionally. 

behavioral characteri sti cs are knO\\'ll to change over time, both long-term (aging) and 

short-term (health , psychological factors) . 

A good example of behavioral biometrics IS \·Olce. The human vo ice does not exist 

\\ 'ithout the effort of a human, namely producing speech. So recording the human voice 

for recogn ition purposes requires a human to say something, in other words, to sho\\' 

some ot' his/her speaking behu\ IUr. Inc] dure. \ OILL: rccugnillOIJ lib \\ JUlin thc call.:gvl.' 
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of beha,'ioral biometrics, Speech is a very rich medium of communication, When 

humans speak. they communicate not onl y a message (what is said). but also their vo ice 

characteristics (lI'ho said it) and att itude (hall' it is said), The vo ice characteri stics of a 

speaker are determined largely by the size and shape of the "ocal tract [8) [II) , The 

I'ocal tract is generall\' cO ll sidered as the speech productioll organs abOl'e the I'ocal 

fold s as sholl'n in Fig. 1.1 beloll', HOII'ever. ex trac tion of the , 'o ice charac teri stics from 

the speech is far from tri "ial. because these characteristics are obscured to some extent 

by the lingui stic content and. more importantl y, by the attitude of the speaker, 

Differences in psychological and behavioral aspects of speech production system IJ1 

human beings cause speaker-specific characteristics of speech, The shape of the vocal 

tract is the major physiological aspect playing major role in speaker-specific 

characteristics of speech, The vocal tract consists of the foll owing. as illustrated by 

Fig, I. I. 

I, Laryngeal pharynx 

2, Oral pharynx 

3, Oral cavity 

4, Nasal pharynx 

5, Nasal cal ity 

Speech is produced when acoustic wave passes through the voca l tract. and the spectral 

content of the lI'ave is modified thereby, Biometric studies revea l that the shape of the 

voca l tract , 'ari es from indi,'idual to ind ividual, and no two persons can have the same 

vocal tract shape [7] , 
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Therefore. it is promising to make use of features derived only fro111 vocal tract in 

speaker veri li cation systems. 

l-1a rj P a I a te -t--~ 

Soft Pala~e 
(Velum ) 

Pha '-yn;jea; 
CaVi tY 

Larynx 

l:.sop'1agus 

Trachea ----

f ig.2 . I Speec h Product ion part s in Human Beings 

Nasal Cc'Vit'{ 

-Nostril 
........... Lip 

Tongue 
Tee th 
Oral Cavity 

Jaw 

,_-+_ - Lung 

........... p ___ Diap1ragm 

l 

Guided by the nervouS system. the acoustic wa\'e is produced \\hen airnows from the 

lungs is carr ied by the trachea through the vocal folds [6][8] (Fi g. l.l ). b citation of the 
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acoustic \\ave produces phonation, whi spering. fricat ion, compression. vibration and 

any combination of these. When the air now is modulated, by the vocal folds. the 

resulting excitation is said to be phonated. If the airno\\' rushes through a small 

triangular opening. the arytcnoids cartilage at rear of the nearly closed vocal fold s. a 

whisper is produced. Constriction in the vocal tract produces fricati on excitation. When 

a comp letely closed pressurized voca l tract is opened. compression excitation results. 

And at last. vibration excitation is caused by ai r being forced through a closure other 

than the voca l folds. especially at the tongue. 

A phonated excitation produces speech which is called vo iced. speech produced by 

phonated excitation and frication is called mixed voiced, whi le speech produced by 

other types of excitation is ca ll ed unvoiced [8 ). 

2.1.2 .2.1 Intra-speaker Variations 

Variation in linguistic content and attitude is also referred to as intra-speaker vari ation. 

Below is a brief discuss ion of two components of intra-speaker vari ation. 

• The linguistic content is determined bv the context of the dialogue, the choice of 

\\wds. and by the way the wo rds are pronounced, ranging from standard 

language. via regional variants. to dialects. Although. for example, the use of a 

specific word or a dialect might give a clue about who the speaker is, these 

types of clues are not very stable because they are under the speaker's control, 

and he/she can easily decide to use another \\wding or the standard language 

Ill.. . \\ tl l .l .... L-J . 
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• The att itude of a speaker can se rve a vast number of purposes. e.g. to emphasize 

spec ific \\'ords. to ex press emotions. or to communicate a subliminal message. 

Some aspects of attitudc are \lithin the speaker's control (speaking rate, 

sloppiness. loudness, emotion). others are not (health. aging. tiredness) [7]. 

Another source of vari ation emerges when speech is recorded [17]. 

Environmental noise might be added to the speech and also the transm iss ion 

characteri sti cs of the microphone or the telephone channel leave their mark on 

the recorded signal. Thi s is schematica ll y depicted in Fig. 2. 2. Where 

environmental noi se e (t) is added to the ori ginal speech signal S (t) and the 

tota l signal is passed through a transmission channel with characteri sti c h (t). 

The recorded signal can be written as r (t) = (s (t) + e (t)) ® h (t) , with ® 

denoting the convolution operation [I S]. Effecti ve removal of both the additive 

and the noise from the recorded speech signal is a rea l cha llenge to speaker 

recognition technology. 

Lr ' Vlf ( lllr t.:nt t'1,l 

~ Recorded sign ill r(t) 

Speech S(t ' 

Fi g.2.2 En vironment and tran smiss ion effects in recorded speech 
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Despite the existing challenges to technology. speaker verification has sholVn to be 

\'ery effect ive espec ially in application 3r~as \\'here remote ident ity veri fication is 

necessary. such as secure access to Sen ices via the telephone [13]. When the intra-

speaker vari ation in the speech IS limited by allowing on ly words from a small 

vocabulary (with the most obvious example being the set of di git s 0-9), performance 

can approach the I % error rate. even in realistic acoustic condit ions [8] . Speaker 

verification will probably never perform "ell in all possible recording conditions. using 

any amount of speech no matter how litt le. and with all poss ible kinds of linguistic and 

speaker attitude variatio n. but if one or a few of these standards are relaxed for a 

specific application of speaker verification. the Speaker Verification System 

performance could sti ll be acceptable [10], A cited strength of vo ice biometrics is it s 

poss ibility of remote application (verification), including telephone and the Internet 

[ 13]. 

Ideall y, the biometric features describing an individual's vo ice should be as. i nsensitive 

as possible to intra-speaker variat ion, Addi tionall y, the speaker modeling technique 

should be able to cope with feature variati on due to intra-speaker variation [1 3], 

2.2 Speaker Verification 

Speaker ve rifi cat ion means determining ,,'hether an unknown voice matches the knOll"ll 

voice of the speaker whose identity is being claimed [2]. A binary comparison is 

in volved in which the system returns either "accept" ' or "reject" according to whether it 



belie\·es the speaker is who he/she says he/she is [II] . The following fi gure, Fig. 2.3. 

describes a block diagram or speaker \wificati on system. 
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There are three steps invol ved in a speaker verification system (7] [1 8]. 

The first step is referred to as enro llment. This is when a model for each speaker is created 

from a set of tra ining data. The next step is the verifi ca tion step in which a speech signal is 

input. necessary features are extractcd and the system compares thi s ,,·it h the reference 

model. A dec ision is then made as to whether to accept or rejec t the claimant based on the 

decision rul e. Finally. the referencc templates may be updated after , ·erification IS 

success fu l ifchanges are found in the user" s speech and will help in futu re sess ions [21] . 

If different individuals are given the same wo rd to utter. the exc itation parameters of all the 

individuals. under the same enviro nment are almost similar. but va r,· considerabl y in 

parameters deri ved from vocal trac t responses. This makes speech a prom ising biometrics 

to be used in speaker veri fication. 

2.2.1.Speech processing 

Speech parameters are obtained from speech of an individual. Before a speech signal can 

be processed by a computer it must be converted from an ana logue to a digita l form which 

is called sampl ing. The most common sampling technique is based on the Nyquist 

samplillg tlteOl)' [15]. The Nyquist sampling theory states that if an ana log signal is 

sampled at regular interva ls at a rate at least twice the highest frequen cy in the channel. the 

samples will contain sufficient informat ion about the signal to allow its reconstruction . 

Thus the analogue signal must first be band-limited and then sampled at fi xed time 

intervals. The sampl ing frequency genera lly ranges from 8 kH z for telephone quality 

speech to 48 kHz for digita l audio tapes. The maximum spectral frequency that can be 

rcpresented is half the sampling frequency, e.g. 4 kHz for telephone speech. 
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spectrum and the higher order coeffic ients are concerned with increasingly finer features in 
the spectrum (16]. The other approach is based on a linear predictive coding (LPC) scheme. 

Properlies oflhe CepSlrtllll 

When a speech signal is passed through a linear lilter. the cepstrum of the filtered signal is 
equa l to the sum of the cepstrulll of the input speech signal and the cepstrum of the filter. If 
we assume that the filter is time-illl ·ariant. and that the speech utterance is long enough 
such that the input speech energy is uniformly distributed over the entire range of the 
spectrum, the cepstrum of the tilter can be obtained by averaging the cepstrum of the 
output signal over the entire signal duration. Subtraction of the time average from the 
output cepstrum deli vers the cepstruI11 of the or iginal signal. 

e .. (I ) 

This technique can be used to undo the linear filtering effects of the transmission channel 
in speaker verifi cat ion and speech recognition o\·er the telephone. The technique is known 
as Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS) (7]. However, in most practi cal applications the 
transmi ssion channel also has non-linear components which are not removed by CMS. 
Moreover. the speech signal seldom has duration long enough to assume a nat long-term 
average spectrum , causi ng C\~ S to remo\·e some speech and/or speaker information in 
addition to the channel component. Still , CMS is one of the most popular and efficient 
channe l normal izati on techniques. Sometimes the task requirements make it imposs ible to 
calculate the cepstral mean 0\ er the \\ hok ullcrance. In these cases. the cepstral mean can 
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CHAPTER III 

HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL AND HTK 

3.1 Hidden Markov Models 

One of the best kno\\n strategies fo r generating word models of ind,·idua ls is the Hidden 

Markov Model. The Hidden Markov Model is a finite state machine which has assoc iated 

probabili ty di st ribution [4]. Transitions among the states depend on a set of probabilities 

called transitiol1 probabilities. In a particular state an outcome or observation can be 

generated. according to the assoc iated probability di stribution. It is only the outcome. not 

the state . that is visible to an ex ternal observer and therefore states are ··hidden'· to the 

observer: hence the name Hidden Markov Model. 

HMMs are defined based on the following elements 

• The number of states of the model , N. 

• The number of observat ion symbols \11 the alphabet, M. If the observat ions are 

continllolls then M is infinite. A = {aij} 

• A set of state transition probabiliti es. 

a ij = p{qt+1 =} I qt}, l :> i, } :>N 

where denotes the current state . 

Transi ti on probabilities should satis fy the normal stochastic constraints, 

Vl 1<· . <N {/ ij:::::v, - I,} _ and 
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II' 

L aU = 1. 1 ~ i ~ N 
.i=l 

• A probability distributi on in each orthe states. B = (b/k)} 

bilk) = p{Ot = .':, I'It = n, 1:;]:; iV , 1 < k < Ai - -

,, 'here v, denotes the k'" obseryation symbol in the alphabet. and II, the current 

parameter yector. 

The fo llowing stochastic constrai nts must be sati sfi ed al so. 

1 < k < ill - -

and 

J'-.f 

L:b;(k ) =-1, J:; ] :; N 
k=l 

I f the observations are continuous then we wi ll have to use a continuous probabili ty 

density func tion, instead of a set of discrete probabi lities, In thi s case we specify the 

parameters of the probability density Function. Usua ll y the probability density is 

approx imated by a weighted sum of M Gaussian distri butions ,V. 

II[ 

b) or) = L c i ",A( (l1jm,l: jm,otl 
IfL = l 

\\ here. 

CjI1l = weig ltting coefficients 
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f.1jm = meall vectors 

11m = Covariallce matrices 

Cjm should sa tisfy the stochastic constrains. 

1 ~ j :;: iV, l< m<i\f 

and 

M 

L ,>·,=l,l:;:jS:iV 
m::::l 

• The initial state distribution, [J= { fl,} 

where, 

~ p{ , ; ~ _1 ~ I' <_- 1'\" "i= 'il=O) , -

Therefore we can use the compact notation 

A. = (B, 7r) 

to denote an HMM with discrete probability di stribut ions. while 

to denote one wi th continuous densities, 
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3.2 The HTK toolkit 

HTK. Hidden Markov Mode l Toolkit. was deve loped at the Speech Vis ion and Robotics 

Group of the Cambridge Llnive rsity Engineering Department (CUED) in 1989 by Steve 

Young as a first version . HTK was (and is) a set of C library modules and too ls that was 

initiall y used for speech reCc)gnition research (using continuous dens ity I-I M Is) I\ithin the 

Speech Vision and Robotics Group at Cambridge. It soon became apparent that the 

soft ware was of general i11lerest and the early versions were distributed in source form at 

some cost. Different versions of HTK have been released till version 3.2. 1. which is a 

current sta ble release. The experiment exercised here depends on thi s re lease. This time 

HTK is an open source for ex perimental purposes [21). 

HTK consists of a set of li brary modules and command line tools. Each tool in HTK uses 

these standard li brary modules to communicate with the outside world . The library 

modules in HTK are HSl-lE L. HMEM, HMA T, l-lSIGP, HLABLE. HLM , l-!NET, HDICT, 

I-lVQ, I-l MODEL. HAU DIO. HGRi\F, HUTlL, HTRAIN, I-lFB, AN D HREC wh ile the 

command line tools include HB UlLD, HCOMPV, HCOPY, HDMAN. HEADAPT, 

HEREST, HHED, HlNlT. HLED, HLIST, HLSTATES, HPARS E, HQUANT, HREST, 

HRESULTS, HSGEN, I-ISLA B, ASMOOTH and HVITE. [20) [2 1) . 

Even if HTK is primarily deve loped for speech recognition research . it can be used fo r 

vari ous researches in the area of speech processing and pattern matching. Speaker 

ve rification researches like the CA VE (Caller Verification) and MASV (Munich Automatic 

Speaker Verification) have lI sed the toolk it by ex tend ing the tools. 
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All of the operating system and user interface functions are proyided by the HTK module 

HShe11. Low level memory management in HTK is provided by the module HMem and the 

management of hi gher lewl structures such as vectors and matrices is provided by HMath. 

HTK tools are executed by giving commands to the operat ing system shell. Each command 

typically contai ns the names of the various files that the tool needs to function and a 

number of optional arguments \\hich control the detai led beha\·ior of the tool [19J. 

Every HTK too l uses a set of standard library modules to interface to the \·arious file types 

and to connect with the outs ide \\wld. Many of these modules can be custom ized by setting 

parameters in a configurOlionfile. To th is end. it is poss ible to specif~· a small number of 

parameters using environment variables. 

3.2.1 The Command Line 

The general form of command line for invoking a tool is: 

1001 (oplions)/ile.1 .. . 

Options always consist of a dash followed by a single letter. Some options are fo llowed by 

an argument as follows: 

-t 6 - an integer valued opt ion 

-i - a s\\· itch option 

-a 0.007 - a float \a lued option 

-s ok - a string valued option 
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Option names consisting of a capital letter are common across all tool s. Integer arguments 

may be given in any of the standard C formats in Decimal. Hexadecimal or Octal. for 

example. 14. OxE and 016 all represent the same number. Typing the name of a tool on it s 

011"11 al"'ays causes a short summary of the command li ne options to be printed in place of 

its norillal operation. Example typing !-lCOPY on the command line produces the 

foll o,,·ing. 

C \>hcopy 

USAGE: Heopy [options} src [ + src .. .} Igt .. 

Option 

-a 1 Use level i labels 
-e t End copy at time t 
-i mlf Save labe ls to mlf s 

Default 

I 
EOr 
null 

-I dir Output target label fil es to dir current 
-m t Set margin of t around x/n segs 0 
-n i IjJ Extract i'th [to j'thJlabel off 
-s t Start copy at time t 0 
-t n Set trace line width to 11 70 
-x s [nJ Extract [n'th occ of] label s off 
-A Print command line arguments off 
-C cf Set config file to cf default 
-D Di splay configuration yariab les off 
-F fmt Set source data format to fmt as config 
-G fmt Set source label format to fillt as config 
-l lllif Load master label fil e mil' 
-L dir Set input label (or net) dir current 
-0 Set target data forillat to fillt as config 
-P Set target label format to flll t as config 
-S I' Set script fi le to f none 
-T N Set trace flags to N 0 
-V Print version information off 
-x ex t Set input label (o r net) fil e ext lab 
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3.2.2 Data preparation tools 

Data preparation is a process of collecting and smoothing speech data together with the 

corresponding transcript ion that is needed for system development. HTK too ls are 

primarily made for speech recognition purposes. The data preparation tools. but. fit s to any 

speech processing task [21 ]. 

In order to build a set of HMrv!s. which are needed to represent an indi vidual , a set of 

speech data fil es for each indiyidual and their associated transcripti ons are required. For 

speaker verification, the transcri ptions are required only to make use of the training and 

testing tools. Mostly speech data \\ill be obtained from database archi ves, typically on CD-

ROMs. 

Before it can be submitted to the trai ning too ls. the speech data must be converted into the 

appropriate parametric form and any assoc iated transcriptions must be convel1ed to have 

the correct fo rmat and use the required - phone, sy ll ab le or word labels. When recording 

the speech data from scratch. the too l HSLab can be used both to record the speech and to 

manual ly annotate it with any required transc riptions. 
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W8vdorm: n tllllC. lllbel : 'HHlH! . ht b. NUfn !i8 nlples 10 000. HTK slS rnpJing r8 11:: 16 .0nnKH ~ 

[ Load J ~J I About ) I Ouit I CommZl nd I I Vol6 I I x I J I~I~ I~I -> I I Z in I I Z.O uII I~I~I · '"c I~ I~ I~ I Delete 1 [EtDtJ ~I I Adjust 1 CS0!D ~I I Undo I ISP CCCh ) 

Fig.3. 2 Graphica l interface of HSlab 

The tool HCopy is used for parametrizing the wave forms. It is also possible that all HTK 
too ls can parameterize waveforms on-Ihe:fly. As the name implies that HCopy is used to 
copy one or more source fi les to an output file converting the source kind to a target kind 
based on the given configuration variables as they are read in . TllUs, simply copying each 
file in thi s manner performs the required encoding. 

The general form of HCOPY invocation is: 

HCOPY src 19l 

Copies from source to target file with corresponding formats. Val id parameter conversion 
is gi\'en in tigure below. 
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Fig.3.3 Valid parameter conversion 

The tool HList can be used to check the con ten Is of any speech fi le and since it can also 
conwrt input on-the-fl y, it can be used to check the resu lts of an\' conversions before 
processing large quantities of data, Transcriptions will also need preparing, Typically the 
labels used in the original source transcriptions will not be exactl y as required, for example, 
because of diffe rences in the phone sets used. HLed is an editor tool for manipulating labe l 
file s. 

I-I Led is invoked by a command line 

HLED (op/io/1.s) cl17dFile lab Files "" 

I-I Led is used to make word (or phone) level transcriptions of training data. It can also 
output fil es to a si ngle MosIer Lahel File MLF which is usually more convenient for 
succcss i\'e processing. The last stage in data preparati on tools in HTK are HLStats, which 
can gather and di splay stati stics on labe l fil es and where rcquired. HQuant which can be 
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used to build a VQ codebook III preparation for building di screte probability HMM 

system. [2 1] 

3.2.3 Training tools 

The second step of system building is to define the topology required for each HMM by 

writing a prototype definition. 

The process of parameter est imation is ca lled training. I-ITK supplies four basic tools for 

parameter estimation: HCompV. Hfnit , HRest and HERes!. !-I CO l1l pV and Hfnit are used 

for initial ization parameter values, for mean, variance and transition probabi lities. 

HCol1lpV will set the mean and vari ance of every Gaussian component in a HMM 

definiti on to be equal to the global mean and variance of the speech training data. This is 

typically used as an initialization stage for/lot-start training [21]. 

HCol1lpY is in \'oked via the command line: 

HCompV [options] hmm trainFiles, where hmm is the name of the physical HMM whose 

parameters are to be initialized. 

Hlni t can alternative ly be used as a 11l0re detailed initiali sation to compute the paral1leters 

of a new HMM using a Viterbi style of estil1lation [21]. 

HRest and HERes! are used to refine the parameters of e~ i s ting l-IMMs usi ng Baum-Welch 

Re-estimation. Like f-Ilnit. HRest perforl1ls isoiated-llnil training IVhereas HERest operates 

on cOl1lplete model sets anel performs embedded-unit training. In general. "'hole word 

HM Ms are built us ing I-Ilnit and !-I Rest, and sub-word based systems are bu il t using 

HERest initialized bv either I-I CompV or I-I lnit and I-JRest r21]. 

HEREST is in \'oked via the command line 
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HEREST {optiol15] hmmlist traillFile .... \\hich causes the hmmlist to be loaded and its 

parameters to be re-estimated using data obtained from the trainfile. When need arises it is 

poss ible to store the training liles in a script lile. The first requirement to use I-IEREST is to 

create a file containing a li st of all I-IMMs in the model set with each model name written 

on a separate li nc. The names of the models in thi s li st must correspond to the labels used 

in the transcriptions and there must be a corresponding mode l l'or every distinct 

transcription label. 

3.2.4 Recognition tools 

I-IVite is the only recognition tool provided by I-!TK. which is a general purpose word 

recognizer. 

I-IVite is invoked by the command line argument: 

!-ll'ile {optiom] dictionary hmllliist test Files .... 

Gi'·en a network of I-IMMs. it matches the I-IMM network with the speech file. At the 

simplest level, a label fil e is read and expanded making use of the dictionary. 

I-IVite takes as input a network describing the allowable word sequences, a dictionary 

defin ing how each wo rd is pronounced, and a set of HMMS . It operates by converting the 

word network to sub word network and attaching the appropriate I-I MM to the sub word 

units. Recognit ion can be performed on either a li st stored speech files or on direct audio 

input. 
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As described at the start of the chapter. HTK tools can in simil ar fash ion be used for 

speaker verification . All points d iscussed for training and recogni tion fo llow the same 

track. 

Ifno obscuring options are used. a typical output ofHVITE has the following format. 

Start time End time word Log likelihood 

For example: 

o 1220000 one -34820.1543 can be an output of the tool HVite, in 

recogni zing the word 'one'. The first two columns are to do with time alignment. It is the 

fourth co lumn that we are interested in. This co lumn contains the log-like lihood va lues for 

a word spoken. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTATION 

4.1 Introduction 

In order to se lect the best spc:lker model to be implemented in the currcnt system. several 

baseline ex periments were performed us ing the I-ITK toolkit [20]. Before discuss ing in 

depth the experiment that was conducted. a detailed description of the steps taken in each 

experiment is provided . Where approp ri ate . graphs are provided as a summary of the 

findings in the experiment . 

For the sake of simpli fy ing the research. so as to fit to the academic requirement, most of 

the pm1s of the system have been dropped to experiment on simple data. This chapter 

describes the bas ic issues considered during conducting the experiment. 

4.2 The Experiment 

4.2.1 Data Preparation 

In any recoglll ze r. data preparation is the first step. In speaker verification system 

development, speech data is needed bo th for tra ining and testing. In this research, no 

already deve loped database is used and thus all of the speech data is recorded from scratch. 

All indi\'iduals are given the same word to Uller. so as the excitation parameters of all the 

individuals under this same em'ironment are almost simi lar, but vary considerably in 

parameters der ived from vocal trac t responses. 
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In this research which is an experiment on text dependent speaker verifi cation, it is 

requ ired to let the user se lect the pass\\'ord fo r himlher. where each speaker is modeled by a 

set of HMM s describing all spe~c h units in the speakers vocabulary, But for simplicity's 

purpose every speaker is mode l ~d by single word selected from the Amharic language 

' ixnnegageri xbetalen', The \\'ord is se lec ted on the belief by the researcher that the word is 

long enough to help in extrac ting ample parameters from a person' s speech that is unique 

to an indi vidual. 

In this experiment phone based HMMs are defined to bu ild word model of an individual. 

This is considered because of the possible ex tensions of the research to mul tiple words for 

which phone based HMMs are suitab le [6], HTK training and recognition tools are mostl y 

sui table for speech recogniti on purposes as indicated in the last chapter. Whilst. the 

recognition too l. HVite, produces a log likely hood together with the word which is 

recognized, In such experiment. which uses single for tra ining purpose, it is tri vial that the 

recogni tion tool will exactly recognize the word, but with varying log probabilities, which 

is a point of interest in HTK based speaker verification system, Thus to make use of the 

HTK tools, the following procedure is used : 

4.2.2 Constructing the Task Grammar 

The goal of devel oping task grammar he re IS to identify the word to be used in the 

experiment and to put it in a des ired format for success ive uses, The word 
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HTK provides grammar definition language for specifying simple task grammars. For 

single word. the case is rather very simple. A sui table grammar is thus: 

(ixnnegagerixbetalen) put in parenthesis. 

Even if,w haw only one word here. HTK tools expect a word network " 'hich is a Standard 

Lattice Format (SLF). For this purpose. the tool HParse is used to con,'crt the grammar 

abo,'e into a word network (in our case a network of one node). Storing the abo, 'c grammar 

in a file call ed gram. HParse can be invoked as: 

H Parse gralll \fdnel 

To take the grammar as input and output the word network as file wdnel. " 'hich is an SLF. 

4.2.3 The Dictionary 

Building dictionary is another necessary step to be exercised to use HTK. For the problem 

at hand. the task of constructing dictionary is very simple, But in the case \Vhe re the 

indi"idual must be al lowed to choose his/her own password , a large vocabulary sentence 

database mllst be used. 

A sorted list of " 'ords must be constructed from the database. and stored in a file. A 

pronunciation dictionary for the words in the database must be obtained from standard 

source if availab le, or haye to be constructed. In this experiment the li st of words is stored 

in a file wordlist, containing only the word: 

" ixnllegagerixbelaien" and 

the pronunciation dictionary is "wdpron_dict. containing the phone lew I pronunciation of 

the " 'ord as: 

IXl1I ll!{.!,lI).!,t:I"i.u Je IU i l! l1 n JJ II t g {' g l.. r i.\ b I. I ~ , .' \.. Ii 
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is used. 

Then the HTK tool HOman is invoked as follows: 

HOman - 111 - \\ ' \\'o rdli st - nmonophones - I dlog dict wordpron_dict 

To produce a dictionary called dict (a word with its pronunciation) by taking the word li st 

and the corresponding pron unciation dictionary \mrdpro n_ dict. In our case the wlist is a 

fil e containing the word itse lf as desc ribed above. Tk - m option is used to merge all 

pronunciations from source dictionaries. which in our c~se is only one. - I opt ion instructs 

HOman to output a log file dlog which contains vari olls stati stics about the constructed 

dictionary, for instance. whether or not the dictionary is constructed and about the miss ing 

words. 

HOman al so outputs list of phones used here called mOIHlphones. The ultimate goal of th is 

step is to generate all those di stinct phones for which W .· '. Is are defined latter [2 1] . 

As the general format of the dictionary is: 

Word [outputsym] p i p2 p3 ... , the output ofI-lOman in {I,is experi ment in the fil e dict is 

ixnnegager ixbef a/en ixnn egage r '1x b fa /e n 

just similar to wlist. 

At thi s point it must be noted that no silence is enterWin ,'d . since sil ence must be removed 

from the speech fo r use in the speaker verification SYSleYVI. 80th the diet and lIIollopitolles 

can be constructed manually. and this step is consicicrcclO(l\Y fo r the sake of completeness. 

The distinc t phones output in lIIollopitolles are: 

:.r 11 e g ({ ,. h I 
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considered based on the works illustrated in [22], [23], [24] , which uses 12 MFCC in thei r 

researches and found comparable result s. Thi s shows that even if some of the speaker 

,·ariations might be suppressed ,,·hile using only the first 12 MFCC coeffi cient s, the 

remaining variati ons ,,·ill still ,,·ork in carrying speaker variations. 

The output should be saved in compressed format , indicated by setting sal'ecolllpressed to 

T and a CRC checksum should be added . The FFT should use a I-lamming windo'\' and the 

signal should have first order preempilasis applied using a coeffici ent of 0.97, as in [23]. 

The variable ENORMALlSE is bv default true and performs energy normalization on 

recorded audio fI les . It cannot be used with li ve audio and since the target syste1l1 can be 

used for li ve audio. thi s nriable should be set to fa lse. 

Rather than running HCopy several times for each wav fOllll, a sc ript file 

(wav_to_mfc.scp) that contains li st of all pairs of conversions is used. The script file is 

given in the Appendix A. 

HCopy is invoked from the command line as 

C: I> NCopy -C Conflg - S wav_LO _lIIfc.scp 

Based on the configurat ion parameters, the HCopy extract the needed parameters Ii·om the 

speech wave forms and copies them to a new fi le with the same name but different 

ex tension, .mfc . 

This time, all. Ilia v formats are no"· converted to .lIlfc. 

4.2.5 System Training 

If we have a labeled speech data and thus the location of the sub-word units (in thi s case 

phone) boundaries are marked, thi s can be used as a bootstrap data. In the case where there 
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is no bootstrap data, a scheme called flat stan is used, which makes all the models equal 

initiall y and move to embedded training using J-IEREST. 

The first step in J-IM M training is lC1 defi nc a prototype model. Different parametcr va lues 

arc listed bu t the va lucs of thi s model arc not impoI1ant as they will be set at latter time; 

thus the pu rpose of th is definit ion is 10 desc ribe the model topology. 

As illustrated above, the fea ture ,·ector used in thi s experiment is a 12 MFCC with one 

short-time energy and it s delta and delta-delta (Acceleration) coeficient s fOI1l1ing a total of 

39 dimensions (vector size) . 

A good topology for phone-based svstem is a 3-state left -to-right [1 8]. in HTK based 

J-I MMS, since entry and exi t states are non-emitting, they have no output probability 

di stributions associated with them. Due to this fact, in this experi ment a sub-word based 

J-IM M, with five states per phoneme is used; and thus the topology to be used here is a fi ve 

state left -to-right HMM . The topologies defined for the phone-base by the name proto is 

attached in the Appendi x B. 

During the first cycle of embedded re-esti mat ion, the word utterance will be uniform ly 

segmented since it has enough of the sub-word models align with actual realizations of 

units so that on the second and successi'·e iterations, the models align as intended. 

Embedded re-estimation is started for the set of monophones, and every mean and variance 

is made identical. The HT K tool HCOM PV is used to compute the global mean and 

'·ariance of the training sel. The cOl11mand 

f-/COMPV - C cOllfig -/0.01 - III - S 1Il/lllelr.sep - M 111111110 prolo 
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Creates a new version of proto in the directory hmmO for the phone models in which the 

zero means and unit variances are rep laced by the global means and variances. The - f 

option causes a variance floor macro (ca lled "floors) to be generated which is equal to 0.0 1 

times the global va riance. Th is is a "cctor of"alues " 'hi ch wi ll be used to set a floor 

on the variances estimated in the subseq uent steps. The - m option tell s the HCOMPV to 

calcul ate the means and variances. 

Having thi s new prototype model stored in direc tory hmmO, a HMM definiti on fil e 

1I{1111ehlllllldefs containing a copy for each of the requ ired monophone HMMs was 

constructed by manual ly copying thc newly generated prototype and re-Iabeling each 

HMM definition for each required monophone or monosyllable. 

The above process is repeated for each speaker, and now we have namehl11mdefs for each 

speaker in the directory hl11mO. 

The flat-sta rt sub-word un its for each speaker that are stored in the directory hJll mO are 

next re-estimated using the embedded re-estimation tool HEREST is invoked as: 

HEREST - C Config -T I - ! pflones.lII!f - S lIalll elr.scp - H hmmOlnamehl11l11defs -

M hl1l1111 IIIO/lOpholles. 

Embedded training using HEREST simultaneously updates all of the HMMs in a system 

lI sing all of the training data . Each time HE REST is run , it perfonns a single Baum- Welch 

re-esti ma; ion of the whole set of H:vIM phone models. For each word model training, the 

cOITcsponding sub-word uni ts are concatenated and then the forward-backward algori thm is 
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used to acculllulate the stati stics of state occupat ion. means. Yariance, etc .. for each HMM 

1Il sequence. 

HEREST ,,'as run twice Illore. where afte r each run each new I-I MM set is stored in a new 

directory. changing the name of the input and output directories (set with the options - 1-1 

and -1'.1) each time till the directory hmml5 contains the final set of phone I-I 1'.1M s, 15 is 

considered here since convergence is ac hieved on a\"e rage at the 151h iteration, 

4.2.6 Creating Background (Anti-Speaker) Model 

As noted in the prevIOUS chapter. speaker verificat ion does not on ly require a model 

describing who the speaker is, but also a model describing all other or competitive 

speakers, The model for anti-speakers can be either a ",,'orld model", a single model 

trained on many speakers. or a "cohort model" ,,'hcre one have se\'eral ]lIodels of 

individual speakers having closer model parameters and calculate the sum of log-

likelihood over a few of the models that best match the enrollment data from the target 

speaker. 

Because of some advantages that can be drawn from the world mode l - effic iency In 

computation and less storage space, and the fact that there is no defini te diffe rence In 

perfo rmance between the two techniques in tex t-depe ndent speaker verifi cation the worl d 

model approac h is the common'" adopted one, and in thi s research the world model is used 

[7], 1\ se t to deve lop the ,,'orl d model is taken such that one utterance from eac h client 

sreaker. a lotal of nine 1'.1FC files and another nine ind ividuals complete ly away from the 

cl ien t set. are considered based on conven ience to construct the wo rl d model. The 
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corresponding label files are constructed in the same way as that of each client individual 

models. Similar mechanism is used to create the worldhmmdefs, and stored in the 

subsequent hmm folders. 

Thi s completes the training phase. 

Table 4.1 shows the HTK tools used in the experiment together with thei r functions, 

HParse 
The HParse program generates word level lattice files (for use with 

HVite), from a grammar fil e. 

H LEd 
This program is a simple editor for manipulating label files. We use it 

to make word (or phone) level transcriptions of training data. 

Thi s program IS used to 
HSlab 

record speech of indi viduals, both for 

training and testing. 

This program IS used for generation of MFCC (Mel Frequency 

HCopy Cepstral C oe ffic i ents), which are required by HTK for model 

building. from recorded WA V fil es. 

This Program calculates the global mean and covariance of a set of 

HCompV train ing data. ,Ve use this tool to create initial (HMM)values from the 

training data, 

This program IS used to perfo rm a single re-estimation of the 

HERest parameters of a se t of H M~ls usi ng an embedded training version of 

the Baul11- \\'elch algorithm, 

HVite is a general-purpose Viterbi 1V0rd recogni zer. HVite is used to 
HVite 

calcu late log-like lihoods \\hen testing. 
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Table4. I Sum mary of HTK tools used in the experiment 

4.2 .7 Recognizer Evaluation 

HVITE is the only tool prOlided by HTK to r recognizing speech. In thi s research. HVITE 

is used mainly to generate the log li ke lihood that an obsen 'a tion is generated by the 

speaker's "wd model. I-I VITE. ru n lo r a client ca lled Abraham is given as: 

HI1TE - f-I hIllIll15Iabrahalllhl1llllde/i' - S abrahallllest.scp - i r eCOII/, mil - II' wdnel 

diel lIIonophones 

Abrahamtes!. scp is a sc ript fil e containing a test fil e for the person by the name 

abrahamtes!. mfc. The execu ti on of this produces an mlf fil e on the current directo ry by the 

name recou!. The content of recout is: 

if !MLF! f 

"ab=ahamtest . rec " 

o 16300000 ixnnegagerixbetalen - 10469 , 789063 

The first two columns of the above output MLF fil e are to do wi th time alignment. The 

third column is the recogni zed word. It is the fourth column that is of interest in HTK based 

speaker ve rifi cation, This column contains the log likelihood va lues for a word spoken 

,,'hi ch can be used as an input to a dec ision program , 

Thi s ,'a lue is the log li kelihood which can direct ly be used for comparison purposes, The 

log likelihood values are large negative numbers, which is a result of mUltiplying many 

fac tors < I. i,e, it is the result of multiplying num ber of observations \'ectors • vector 

dimension • li kelihood from a gaussian * a transilion probabil ity, Thi s va lue can be 

normalized by using the -0 N opt ion , which will bring the \3luc in a range 01 -5U to -100 or 
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so, This. howe\'er may round off some important digits to one. obscuring differences, For 

this very reason. in this research the log likelihood obtained from HVite without 

normali zation is used, 

The \\o rl d model. di scussed in the last sectioll . is no\\' to be llsed practically, The logic of 

decision lies behind the fact that given an obsclyation, it \\ 'ill be e\'al uated against the 

model of the cla imed person and model of the anti -speaker (the world model), Decision is 

made in such a way that if the \'alue for the model is larger than that of the world, the 

person wi ll be accepted. and otherwise will be rej ected, 

4.2.8 Discussion of the results 

To take care of the comparison and produce the parameters li ve, a small program is written 

in C++, and stored by name INTERFAC, EXE, The code of the program is attached Il1 

Appendix C 

The program is m'itten based on the flow depicted by figA.3, 

Identity clai m _ _ -+/ 

(Utterance) 

F(:atUft: 

Extract ion x 

Speaker !\ lodd 

Am j·SpeaL:r 
Model 

Fig.-t.3 Verirication ph ase (Testin g) Lil\clihood Rat io TC~I (LlU) 
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X is a set of MFCC feature n~ctors extracted from the utterance. 

The probability that X is from the claimed speaker is given by P (I,c 1 X) and, 

X is not from the claimed speaker is ~ i ven by P (I,c ·1 X) 

Upon execution. the program IIrst changes directory to the root directory. and load the 

HTK batch tik to the root directon (C:\» . ,,·hich wil l help to execute the HTK too ls that 

will be needed latter. 

The program also reads in ,,·a\e Illes. writes the hcopy - C cOI1(ig together with the source 

and target file names to the command line, where the input is in wave format and the output 

is in an .m tC format , and \\"!·ites the output to the current directory. The name of the newly 

created mfc fil e will be \Vritten to a script fil e. This will latter be submitted to the HVite for 

recognition purpose. The recogni tion results of the observation by the model of the person 

and the world model will be \\"!·itten to two separate fil es named ' model.mlf and 

' world.mlf. 

The maj or part of the program reads in the log likelihoods of each recognition as mlp and 

wlp for model and world recognition outputs respectively. These two values are compared 

for decision. If 11111' is greater than wlp. the person is accepted. and othen\·ise rejected. 

4.2.8.1 Analysis of the Results 

The system is tested by using test data both from the client and non-c lient sets. Each 

indi vidual is tested against hi s/her own ten test data, and nine test utterances from 

indi vid ual s a\\·ay frolll the training set. Two cross-testing was also made for each cl ient 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Wave to MFCC Script file 

abraham 0.\\'3\' abraham O.mfc 

abraham I. wal' abraham I.m!\: 

abraham 2.1V3\' abraham ~ . mrc 

abraham 3.wal' abraham 3.mfc 

abraham 4.wav abraham 4.mfc 

abraham 5.way abraham 5.mfc 

fantahun O.way fantahlln O.mfc 

fantahlln I. way fantahlln I.mfc 

fantahun 2.way fantahlln 2.mfc 

fantahun 3.wav fantahull 3.m fc 

fantahlln 4. way fa ntahlln 4.mfc 

fantahun 5.way fantahllI1 5. mfc 

fekadu O.way fekadll O. mfc - -

fekadu l. vvav fekadll 1. l11 fc 
-

fekadu 2.way fekadll 2. mfc -

fekadll 3. \vav fekadll 3. l11 fc -

fekadll 4.way fekaclll -l.mfc 
-

fekadll 5,\",av fekaclll 5.l11fc 
-
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tesfaye_ 4.",a\ tesfaye_ 4.l11fc 

\\'Ond isho O.way " 'ondisho O.l11fc 

\\'ondisho I .way \\'ondisho 1.l11fc 

wondisho 2.wav wondisho 2.l11fc 

\\'ond isho 3.wav wondisho 3.l11fc 

\\'ondisho 4.wav wondisho 4.l11fc 

wondisho S.way " 'ondi sho S. ll1 fc 

yehenew _ I. \\av yehenew_ I.l11fc 

:'ehenev,,'_3.wav yehenew 3.mfc 

yehene\\'_ 4. wav yehenew 4.l11fc 

yehene,,·_S.\\·av yehenew S.l11fc 
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Appendix B: Prototype definition for the phones 

- h"proto" 
<BcginHMM> 
<VccS ize> 39 <MFCC 0 0 A> 
<NumSlales> 5 
<Slale> 2 
<Mean> 39 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
<Variance> 39 
1.0 1.01.0 1.01.0 1.0 1.0 1.01 .0 1.0 1.01.01.01.01.01.01.0 1.01 .0 1.0 1.0 1.01.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.01.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.01.0 1.0 1.01.01.01.0 
<State> 3 
<Mean> 39 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
<Variance> 39 
1.01.0 1.0 1.0 1.01.01.01.01.0 1.0 1.01.0 1.01.01.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.01.01.0 1.01 .0 1.01.0 1.0 1.01.0 1.01.01.01.0 1.0 1.0 
<State> 4 
<Mean> 39 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 (1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.U U.U 0.0 0.0 
<Variance> 39 
1.01.01.01.01.01.0 1.01.01.01 .0 1.01.01.01.0 1.0 1.01.0 1.01 .01.01.01.01 .0 
1.01.0 1.01.0 1.01 .01 .01.01.0 1.0 1.01 .01.01.01 .01 .0 
<Transp> 5 
0.0 1.00.00.00.0 
0.0 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
<ENDHMM> 
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Appendix C: C++ Code for the lnterfac.exe 

# i nc lude<iostream.h> 
#i nc lude<process. h> 
# i nclude<stri ng.h> 
#include<stdli b.h> 
#i nc lude<fs tream. h> 
#i nclude<std io.h> 
int mainO 
{ 

char name[30J; 
char inputWave[50]; 
char command[200]: 
cout« "Enter the name of the expected person ===>"; 
cin» name; 

cou«<"Enter the fi le name of the wave fi le ===> "; 
cin» inputWave: 

strcpy(com mand. "cd\\"): 
system( command); 

cout< <command « end I: 

strcpy(command. "Ink"); 
system( command); 

COllt< <command « end I; 

strcpy(command. "hcopy -C config "); 
strcat (command. input Wave); 
strcat(command. " c: II \\-a\·e .mfc"); 
system( command): 
cout« command« end I: 

ofstream outf; 
outfopen("c : 11m fe Ii Ie list. sep"): 
i f( outffailOJ 
{ 

eout« "error in creating the file m l'.·'Ci c·li ' l. scp"«endl ; 
exile I ); 

} 
out f« "e :llwave .1ll rc" « cnd I: 
outi'.close() ; 
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char modelName[ I 00]: 
strcpy(modeIName. name); 
strcat(modeiName. "hmmdefs"); 

strcpy(command. "hvite -H hmm3 /worldhmmde fs -S mfcfil eli sl. scp -i 
\yorld.ml!" -". "'dnet di et mono phones"): 
system( command): 

strcpy(command. "hvite -1-1 hmm3/"); 
st rcat(command. modeIName); 
strcat(command. " -S mfcfileli st. scp -i 111{)(kl.mlf -IV wdne! diet 

l11onophones") ; 
system( command): 

ifstream inpfl . inpf2; 

inpfl .open("world .mlf" ); 
inpf2. open( "mode I.ml f'): 

char token[40] ; 
double wlp , mlp; 
inpfl. get line(token.40); 
inpfl.getline(token, 40); 
inpfl » token; 
inpfl » token; 
inpfl » lOken; 
inpf\ » wlp; 

inpf2.getline(token, 40); 
inpf2 .getline(token ,40); 
inpf2» token; 
inpf2» lOken; 
inpf2» token; 
inpf2» l11lp; 

if (wlp <= mlp) 
cout« "person accepted"« endl ; 

el se 
cout« "not accep!ed" « endl ; 

return 0 : 
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